
Telematics - Infotainment System 



•  The content in this presentation contains 
confidential information of Compal Electronics, Inc. 
that is protected under all applicable trade secrets 
laws and regulations. 

•   If you are not the intended recipient or otherwise 
authorized to receive such information, please do 
not copy, distribute or otherwise use the information 
contained herein and please notify 【 Mr./Mrs. 
Name 】 immediately and destroy this 
communication accordingly. 
 

Notice 



A B C 

 
Multimedia 

Radio    
Music    
Video    
Photo    
DTV - - － 
iPod  
AUX   
Miracast / WiFi Direct ☆ ☆ ☆ 

 
Driving 
Assist 

DVR - - － 
AVM - - － 
TPMS    

A B C 

 
Secretary 

 Phone   
NAVI    
ECO △ 
Traffic Info △ 
Parking Info △ 
Location search △ 
Travel living △ 
 Instant alerts △ 
Browser    
EMG    

 
Setting 

Phone setting   
Security setting  
BT setting  
WiFi setting  
Display setting    
Wallpaper setting    
EQ setting    
Speed sound volume 
setting 

- - － 

Function list 

  ：support the function 
 - ：option 
 △： Internet server 
☆： future feature 
 
 
 
 



 Telematics Product SPEC.(1) 
Function SPEC Comment 

Panel 1. 7” LCD panel & backlight) 
2. 800*480 (WVGA) 

 
INPUT 

1. Using physical buttons and touch input 
2. The main function by physical buttons 
3. Can set and other secondary functions by the 

application of the Tools menu 

 
TEXT 

1. Display Support Text ：English/Traditional 
Chinese/Simplified Chinese 

2.  text support：ASCII、BIG5、Unicode、UTF8 
3. Text type：TBD (9,486KB) 

(According to the 
region adjust to 
use the language 
and fonts) 

 
Status INFO 

1. Head line：BT status WiFi single/USB(Status bar
：BT status/WiFi signal/USB) 

2. The main screen displays the time and play audio 
information) 

3. GPS time correction) 



Function  SPEC  Comment 

 
Video 

1. format：MPEG1/2/4、 H.264、VC-1、MP4、
MOV、DivX/XviD、WMV 

2. .dat、.mpg、.mpeg、.avi、.wmv、.mov 

Photo 1. format：JPEG、BMP、PNG 

 
BT 

1. BT music player 
2. BT phone 

(DEMO machine 
had not yet been 
built) 
(Updated every six 
months) 

Color mode 1. Define transparent color RGB value TBD) 
2. The icon should be at least 256 Histogram production) 

 
Radio 

1. AM531kHz to 1629kHz 
2. FM87.5MHz to 108MHz 
3. Switch mode : FM1、FM2、FM3、AM1、AM2 

 
Music 

1. format：MP3、 WMA、AAC、WAV、OGG、
AIFF 

2. .ogg、.mp3、.mp2、.aac、.wma、.aiff 

 Telematics Product SPEC.(2) 



 Function  SPEC Comment 

 
WiFi 

1. The AutoScan open hot (Hot Spot) device 
2. Re-enter the WiFi feature automatically online 
3. Break automatically back online) 
4. Online information can store up to five AP (Access 

Point)) 
 

 
Setting 

1. The sound quality setting should contain: normal / pop 
/ rock / jazz / classical / custom) 

2. The day / night mode switching (backlight brightness 
at night as during the day 70%)) 

3. Five-point screen correction) 
4. (Quality settings include: brightness / contrast / 

saturation / hue / sharpness) 

Phone 1. GSM 
2. SMS 

Telematics Product SPEC.(3) 



TPMS 
Tire Pressure Monitoring System to protect your car safe and save 
improper tire wear. 



Home page  

Boot the initial page, provide important information, such as location 
and audio-visual information. And provides the user a custom button. 



APP- Multimedia 
(Media functions, radio, music, videos, photos, digital TV, the iPod, 
the AUX.) 



APP- Secretary 
Equipped with telephony features, more combined the NAVI and 
network functions, to provide real-time traffic intelligence. 



APP- AVM 
AVM  technology, providing the driver safe driving environment. 



 The panorama image is a video recorded in digital format to a 
hard disk device . Panorama and bird view photography. 



 Bird view function, auxiliary driver parking, leaving no dead ends 
in the night parking.  

Bird View 



APP- Settings 
 Setting function, provide the user the flexibility to adjust the 
function closer to demand.  



Phone 
 In the case of security, the phone features, even when traveling, no 
missed calls.  



ECO 
Vehicle self-evaluation, to provide fuel consumption information 
known to the owners reference.  



Traffic Information  

 Provide real-time road intelligence, allowing the driver to Keep the 
traffic moving lines.  



Network Settings 
 Equipped with 3G network, you can also connect via WiFi network.  



NAVI- Menu 
Equipped with NAVI functional. Provide route planning and map 
information to the driver.  



NAVI-MAP 
Equipped with NAVI functional. Provide route planning and map 
information to the driver.  



Radio 
Simple design. 6 Quick Pick memory channels to make operation 
easier. ) 



Music / iPod 
Support iPod and USB MP3 digital sound reduction technology, 
the sound is not distorted.)  



Video 
Support high-quality audio and video playback. 



EMG 
 Link and share your phone screen with the phone. Traffic and road 

conditions cloud services.) 



Miracast 
Wi-Fi (Wi-Fi Direct)-based wireless display standard . The 3C 
devices that support this standard can wirelessly share video 
screen.) 



Browser 
You can always search for information on the Internet) 



END 

Thanks 


